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It is that time of year when we aregetting calls about poor heating

systems and how to solve the

customers issues. Over the past year,

the number of cases involving VAG,

Audi and Skoda vehicles with

heating issues have increased

steadily. Symptoms have included

low heat output to one side of the

vehicle, cold or cooler than the

opposite side or no heat at all on

either side.

In a large amount of these

cases, we have found the heater

matrix to be partially or totally

blocked. We have known about this

issue for some time now, and it still

comes as a surprise to the Helpline how

little is known by a vast number of garages

about the silcate problem on these

vehicles.

For many years now, silicates have

been added to antifreeze to protect the

aluminium components of the cooling

system. Over time, these silicates deplete

and lose their effectiveness in corrosion

protection. This would not be a problem if

the coolant was replaced in a planned

service schedule.

But with

manufacturers

trying to

stretch the life

of these

coolants, VW have tried a solution

that has proven to be a problem

in other ways.

The manufacturers installed a

silicate bag inside the coolant

expansion tank. Over time, the

silicate beads are there to leach

into the coolant to keep the

corrosion protection at an

acceptable level.

The heating problem occurs

when these silicate beads migrate

from the coolant tank and end up

blocking the heater matrix,

resulting in loss of heating.

This requires a great deal of

repair time to replace the

matrix and clear the cooling and heating

system of the contamination. Any beads

left in the system could cause the

replacement heater matrix to become

blocked, resulting in the same problem.

The silicate beads, ( at arrow), can migrate to the heater
matrix and cause blockages

The importance of knowing the basics

on what every system you are

diagnosing is becoming more important.

Recently, a garage called the Technical

helpline with a boost issue.

They had already replaced the boost

control solenoid due to a stored fault code,

but this did not improve the boost pressure

issue. They decided the turbocharger was

the main problem and replaced it with a

rebuilt unit. This did not solve the boost

control fault code either.

We asked for some basic tests on the

control solenoid:

1. Supply voltage to solenoid

2. Control signal to solenoid

3. Vacuum supply

They tested these and reported all

ok, but we insisted on actual values

for all of these, before deciding on

the next path to take.

This is where we found the

issue, vacuum to the solenoid was

only 8 inches of Mercury (inHg).

The technician thought the vacuum

reading was OK, and did not know

the correct minimum vacuum

should be much higher.  We

expected a minimum of 25 inHg,

and preferably 30 inHg.

A test plan was given to find the

reason for this low vacuum.

The EGR valve diaphragm was

found to be leaking and the

vacuum in the complete system was too

low. After replacing this component, the

system vacuum was 30 inHg and the boost

was restored. 

Knowing your system and the

expected data is very important for fast

accurate diagnosis. This System based

approach to diagnosis can be a valuable

tool, giving the Technician greater skills

across multiple makes.

Knowing how each component
in a system works can be critical
for a proper diagnisis

Helpline

 

  
  

  

  
 

  
   

  

       
       

       
        

        
           

         
         

         
        

       
        

       

 

 

  
  

  

  
 

  
   

  

       
       

       
        

        
           

         
         

         
        

       
        

       

 

Call to join
01-905-9500

Tim Stock

Silicate beads in
coolant reservoir can
clog a heater matrix

How does it boost? - Turbo boost knowledge critical to a proper diagnosis

Garage
Tech Bits with Tim Stock




